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1 Introduction

In this paper, we quantify the welfare costs of business cycles in a monetary union with

country-speci�c shocks, sticky prices, and home bias, under alternative �nancial market

structures. What we have in mind is the achievement of monetary uni�cation in Europe,

often regarded as part of a process of integrating goods and �nancial markets. In particular,

the integration of �nancial markets has long been considered as a crucial condition to foster

the adoption of a common currency. The idea dates back to the contributions of Ingram

(1969) and Mundell (1973), and places �nancial markets and their ability to provide insur-

ance mechanisms against country-speci�c shocks at the heart of the de�nition of optimum

currency areas. Our main result is that, in a second-best environment such as a monetary

union with sticky prices, perfect risk-sharing through complete �nancial markets does not

necessarily produce welfare gains. The result holds true for a wide range of empirically plau-

sible parameter values and is robust to various policy con�gurations. It therefore makes an

important warning against the simplistic and potentially misleading logic according to which

structural policies aimed at deepening the integration of the �nancial markets should be the

only priority when working toward monetary uni�cation.

Formally, the paper builds on a two-country model of a currency area with sticky prices in

the spirit of Benigno (2004). It is broader however, as it allows for home bias in private

consumption, incompleteness or completeness of international �nancial markets, and embeds

an explicit �scal policy set-up, including distortionary labor income and sales taxes, public

debt and public spending in the utility function. Sales taxes are aimed at closing e¢ ciency

gaps implied by the assumption of monopolistic competition. The labor income tax rate

is set to keep public debt at a certain level in the long run, and public expenditure is the

potentially active policy instrument. Our model is pretty close to the model considered by

Pappa and Vassilatos (2007). However, Pappa and Vassilatos (2007) restrict their attention to

speci�cations and parameter values under which the structure of �nancial markets is irrelevant

in determining the equilibrium. In their model, as in Galí and Monacelli (2005), trade is

balanced at each period. We proceed in a more general framework where trade imbalances

arise endogenously and where the structure of international asset markets matters for the

way these imbalances are �nanced, and thus for the determination of the equilibrium and the

corresponding welfare losses from �uctuations.1

Completeness of international �nancial markets usually yields welfare gains by allowing agents

to share risks perfectly across agents, countries and states of nature. As a counterpart, in

multi-country models with representative agents, international relative prices are the favored

1Our model also shares some of the features of models analyzing the joint design of �scal and monetary
policy in a monetary union, such as Beetsma and Jensen (2005), Ferrero (2009), and Galí and Monacelli
(2008).
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external adjustment channel. When the Marshall-Lerner condition is satis�ed, real exchange

rates are more volatile under complete than under incomplete �nancial markets (see de Paoli

(2009)). In particular, let us consider a second-best environment, characterized by country-

speci�c shocks, price stickiness and fewer policy instruments than targets. In such an envi-

ronment, as in monetary unions for instance, this excess of real exchange rate volatility can

be costly for the following reason.

In new Keynesian models, Calvo contracts introduce a wedge between e¢ cient (�exible prices)

and sticky price �uctuations in country-level labor e¤orts. Fluctuations in producer prices�

in�ation rates lead this wedge to �uctuate, deteriorating households�welfare. In a closed

economy, there is no trade-o¤ between stabilizing the in�ation rate and the output gap when

the economy faces productivity shocks, and the �rst-best can be achieved. In a monetary

union with sticky prices, the dynamics of national producer prices in�ation rates not only

depend on the output gap and expected in�ation, but also on a terms-of-trade gap. The terms-

of-trade gap depends on relative in�ation rates and on structural shocks in a particular way.

If in�ation rates are fully stabilized, the gap is necessarily di¤erent from zero, while if the

terms-of-trade gap is closed, in�ation rates cannot be fully stabilized. This speci�city of new

Keynesian Phillips curves in monetary unions makes this environment a second-best world

where national in�ation rates and the terms-of-trade gap cannot be stabilized at the same

time (see Benigno (2004)). Because of this policy trade-o¤, all equilibria result in positive

volatility of national in�ation rates (unless prices are �exible), even when monetary policy

is designed optimally. Therefore, factors a¤ecting the volatility of terms of trade, such as

the structure of �nancial markets, also impact the volatility of in�ation rates in equilibrium,

whatever the monetary policy followed by the central bank.

In this environment, we show that alternative �nancial market structures result in two key

e¤ects. First, complete �nancial markets provide a better sharing of risks among members of

the monetary union, and neutralize income e¤ects. This results in welfare gains for the house-

holds. Second, as long as the Marshall-Lerner condition is met, complete �nancial markets

result in more volatile relative prices (terms of trade) and more volatile national producer

prices in�ation rates, magnifying the welfare costs from nominal rigidities, and resulting in

welfare losses. We show that the welfare costs from more volatile in�ation rates can overturn

the welfare gains from a better sharing of risks, reversing the traditional result according to

which complete �nancial markets generate net welfare gains. This welfare reversal arises for

a wide range of plausible parameterizations, and under various policy con�gurations. From

a methodological point of view, the result is immune to the critique raised by Kim and Kim

(2003), since a second-order approximation of equilibrium conditions is used to solve all mod-
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els. All solutions are computed around the same steady-state and welfare comparisons are

made using the conditional expectation of households aggregate welfare.2

According to our sensitivity analysis, the occurrence of welfare reversals crucially depends

on the trade elasticity and the degree of price stickiness. First, the reversal arises when

complete �nancial markets lead to more volatile terms of trade, which is the case only when

depreciations (increases in competitiveness) generate trade surpluses, i.e. when the Marshall-

Lerner condition is met. We show analytically that the latter depends on the trade elasticity.

A su¢ cient condition is that the trade elasticity is larger than one. As long as this condition is

satis�ed, complete �nancial markets induce larger movements in terms of trade, which, given

our environment, results in more volatile national in�ation rates. However, this condition is

not su¢ cient to obtain welfare reversals. For the welfare costs induced by complete �nancial

markets and more volatile national in�ation rates to overturn the welfare gains from a better

sharing of risks, prices have to be sticky enough. According to our computations and for the

chosen calibration of the model, welfare reversals arise when the Calvo parameter is greater

than 0:33, i.e. when the frequency of price changes is larger than 1:5 quarters. Even though

both parameters are subject to empirical controversies, we argue that the conditions for

welfare reversals to arise are loose enough to be empirically plausible. Importantly, the fact

that complete �nancial markets produce lower welfare losses from �uctuations when prices

are �exible is in clear accordance with previous quanti�cations of the welfare gains of risk-

sharing (see for instance Benigno (2009) and Van Wincoop (1999)). With �exible prices, the

trade-o¤ originating from the monetary union con�guration vanishes and only the welfare

gains from a better sharing of risks remain.

Lastly, we conduct an extensive robustness exercise and quantify the welfare losses from

�uctuations from business cycles under complete and incomplete �nancial markets for various

combinations of monetary and �scal policies. None of these policy arrangements is able to

reverse the ranking of welfare losses that arises when public spending policies are passive,

at least for the parameterizations considered. In addition, our result is robust to alternative

�nancing schemes for the public expenditure, and also arises when taxes are lump-sum.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the various assumptions of the model,

the policy set-up, the solution technique and the welfare computation as well as the baseline

calibration. Section 3 analyzes the e¤ects of productivity shocks when public-spending poli-

cies are passive. It also reports the quantitative properties of the model, including the welfare

losses from �uctuations under alternative �nancial market structures. Additionally, Section

3 discusses the conditions under which welfare reversals arise. Section 4 proceeds to an ex-

2Because a second-order approximation of models is used, the conditional expectation of welfare is di¤er-
ent from its steady-state value. We precisely make use of this di¤erence to quantify the welfare losses from
�uctuations.
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tensive sensitivity analysis with respect to parameter values. Section 5 tests the robustness

of the result to various monetary and �scal policy arrangements. Section 6 concludes.

2 A two-country currency area

We model a two-country cashless currency area with a common central bank. Each country

is populated by a unit mass of households, a unit mass of �rms that are specialized in the

production of di¤erentiated varieties of goods and a government. Households have access to

national government bonds and a single international �nancial asset �a one-period bond �

so that the international �nancial market is incomplete. Access to the international �nancial

market is also costly for households. Trading international bonds implies paying portfolio-

management costs. Households�preferences are biased towards domestic goods. Production

prices follow a Poisson arrival process, as in Calvo (1983). Governments raise taxes on sales

and labor income. Public spending is �nanced by taxes or by issuing public one-period bonds.

In this section, we describe and discuss the most important assumptions of the model.

2.1 Households

The monetary union is composed of two areas of identical size, namely the home country (h)

and the foreign country (f). The representative household of country i 2 fh; fg maximizes a
welfare index

W i
0 = E0

" 1X
t=0

�tu
�
cit; g

i
t; n

i
t

�#
; 0 < � < 1; (1)

with �rst-order derivatives uc, ug > 0, un 6 0 and with second-order derivatives ucc, ucg, ugg,
unn 6 0, ucn, ugn = 0, subject to the following budget constraint

bit + b
i
g;t + p

i
t

�
cit + ac

i
t

�
= rt�1b

i
t�1 + r

i
g;t�1b

i
g;t�1 +

�
1� �it

�
witn

i
t + '

i
t; (2)

and a standard transversality condition on wealth. In Equation (1), the parameter � is the

subjective discount factor, cit is the level of consumption, g
i
t is the level of public spending in

country i and nit is the level of hours worked. In Equation (2), b
i
t is the holding of one-period

international nominal bonds at the end of period t � 1 that pays a gross nominal rate of
interest rt between periods t� 1 and t and big;t is the holding of one-period local government
nominal bonds at the end of period t�1 that pays a gross nominal rate of interest rig;t between
periods t� 1 and t. The consumer price index (CPI) in country i is denoted pit, the nominal
wage is wit, the tax rate on labor income is �

i
t, and '

i
t =

R 1
0 '

i
t(k)dk is the pro�t paid by

monopolistic �rms to national households.

In the optimization problem described above, households have access to a single international

asset. Because both countries are a¤ected by country-speci�c (idiosyncratic) shocks, the

possible future states of the economy are numerous. The international �nancial market is thus
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incomplete and risk-sharing is imperfect. As underlined by Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2003),

this situation leads to non-stationary dynamics originating in the dynamics of net foreign

assets. This happens because any temporary idiosyncratic shock leads to permanent wealth

transfers, a¤ecting consumption, labor supply, in�ation rates, or terms of trade. Therefore,

we introduce an additional assumption to ensure stationary dynamics when the international

�nancial market is incomplete. We assume that acit is a quadratic adjustment cost that

households have to pay to change their net foreign asset position. The latter is expressed in

units of the consumption good and de�ned as

acit =
�

2

�
bit
pit
� bi

pi

�2
; � > 0; (3)

where bi=pi is the real steady-state level of net foreign assets. First-order conditions combine

to yield

�Et

"
rt

1 + �(bit=p
i
t � bi=pi)

uci;t+1
�it+1uci;t

#
= 1; (4)

�Et

"
rig;t

uci;t+1
�it+1uci;t

#
= 1; (5)

�
uni;t
uci;t

�
�
1� �it

�
!it
pi;t
pit
= 0; (6)

where �it = pit=p
i
t�1 is the CPI in�ation rate and !

i
t = wit=pi;t is the producer price index

(PPI) based real wage. According to Equation (4), buying (respectively selling) bonds a¤ects

negatively (resp. positively) the individualized interest rate on which households base their

consumption smoothing decision, so that (i) households belonging to a creditor country face

lower nominal interest rates than households in the debtor country and (ii) households return

to their initial position in the long run. Equation (5) summarizes the arbitrage between

national (government) bonds and the international bond. Equation (6) is a standard open-

economy labor supply relation.

As opposed to the situation of incomplete �nancial market, we also consider a situation with

complete international �nancial markets. In such an economy, households have access to

Arrow-Debreu securities that are traded before policy choices are made, and risk-sharing

is perfect (see Senay and Sutherland (2007, 2011)). First-order conditions with respect to

private consumption and international �nancial assets thus imply

�Et

"
rt

uch;t+1

�ht+1uch;t

#
= 1; and

ucf ;t
uch;t

= �0qt; (7)

where �0 is a constant re�ecting initial relative wealths and qt = pft =p
h
t is the real exchange

rate, while Equations (5) and (6) remain unchanged. Households equalize their wealth and
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share risk across time and across states of the economy. Hence, temporary shocks do not

imply wealth transfers. Net foreign assets move only to the extent that relative prices move

but the quantity of assets held by each household remains constant in equilibrium. Relative

marginal utilities of consumption are thus determined by relative CPIs only.

After optimizing for aggregate consumption, households optimize the composition of the

consumption bundle (see Galí and Monacelli (2005) or Pappa and Vassilatos (2007)). House-

holds consume both domestic and foreign goods. Both goods are imperfectly substitutable

with elasticity of substitution �. In addition, households�preferences are biased towards lo-

cal goods. We denote 1 � �i as the share of goods produced in country h in the aggregate

consumption of the household living in country i. In equilibrium, �h < 1=2 and 1��f < 1=2
also happen to be the shares of imported goods in GDP and are natural measures of trade

openness. The aggregate consumption bundle of the household living in country i is thus

cit =

�
(1� �i)

1
�
�
cih;t
���1

� + �
1
�

i

�
cif;t
���1

�

� �
��1

, � > 0; (8)

and the companion consumption price index is

pit =
�
(1� �i)

�
pih;t
�1��

+ �i
�
pif;t
�1��� 1

1��
: (9)

In each country, �rms produce di¤erentiated varieties k. Goods are bundles of varieties with

elasticity of substitution �. The corresponding consumption bundles are

cih;t =

�Z 1

0
cih;t(k)

��1
� dk

� �
��1

and cif;t =
�Z 1

0
cif;t(k)

��1
� dk

� �
��1

, � > 1; (10)

where cih;t(k) (resp. c
i
f;t(k)) is the consumption of a typical good k of country h (resp. f) by

the household of country i. Producers do not price-discriminate markets, so that

pih;t = ph;t =

�Z 1

0
ph;t(k)

1��dk

� 1
1��

and pif;t = pf;t =

�Z 1

0
pf;t(k)

1��dk

� 1
1��

: (11)

Accordingly, optimal variety demands depend on relative prices of goods, on relative prices

of varieties and on the aggregate consumption level in each country

cih;t(k) = (1� �i)
�
ph;t
pit

����ph;t(k)
ph;t

���
cit and c

i
f;t(k) = �i

�
pf;t
pit

����pf;t(k)
pf;t

���
cit: (12)

Lastly, the terms of trade are de�ned as the relative price of the foreign good in terms of the

domestic good

st =
pf;t
ph;t

: (13)
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2.2 Firms

Each �rm is specialized in the production of a single variety k of good according to a linear

production function

yit(k) = ait`
i
t(k); (14)

where productivity measures ait evolve according to autoregressive processes with persistence

�a and are a¤ected by iid innovations "
i
a;t with constant variance. The marginal cost of �rm

k in country i is

mcit(k) = mcit = wit=a
i
t: (15)

Production prices are governed by Calvo (1983) contracts. Let �i denote the probability faced

by producers of country i to be constrained to keep their prices unchanged. The corresponding

optimal pricing scheme for producers allowed to reset is3

pi;t(k) = �

1P
v=0

�
�i�
�v
Et
�
yit+�(k)uci;t+�mc

i
t+�=p

i
t+�

�
1P
v=0

(�i�)v Et
�
yit+�(k)uci;t+�=p

i
t+�

� , 0 < �i < 1, (16)

where � = �= ((� � 1) (1� �)) � 1 and yit(k) is the aggregate demand faced by �rm k. In

Equation (16), � is the (constant) tax rate on sales imposed by the government. The latter

is intended to restore Pareto-optimal steady-state allocations (see next section for details).

Aggregating among �rms and assuming behavioral symmetry, the production price index in

country i is

pi;t =
��
1� �i

�
pi;t(k)

1�� + �ip1��i;t�1

� 1
1��

: (17)

A simple recursive representation of the pricing conditions yields

�i���1i;t +
�
1� �i

� �
�xi1;t=x

i
2;t

� 1��
= 1: (18)

xi1;t � �i�Et
h
xi1;t+1�

1+�
i;t+1=�

i
t+1

i
� yituci;t

�
wit=pi;t

�
=ait = 0; (19)

xi2;t � �i�Et
h
xi2;t+1�

�
i;t+1=�

i
t+1

i
� yituci;t = 0; (20)

where �i;t = pi;t=pi;t�1 is the PPI in�ation rate. Lastly, the dispersion of production prices,

�i;t =
R 1
0 (pi;t (k) =pi;t)

�� dk, has the following dynamics

�i;t = �i�i;t�1�
�
i;t +

�
1� �i

� �
�xi1;t=x

i
2;t

���
: (21)

3Since Calvo (1983), this type of Poisson adjustment process is widely used in the macroeconomic literature
to model staggered price setting behavior. As the assumption is by now very standard, we do not detail the
calculations.
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2.3 Governments

In each country, a government �nances real public spending git by levying taxes on national

households labor income at the rate �it, national �rms sales at the rate � or by issuing one-

period government nominal bonds. These bonds can be subscribed by national households

only. Public expenditure is fully home biased, and the corresponding demand of goods falls

on national goods only. The budget constraint of government in country i in period t is

dit � rig;t�1dit�1 = pi;tg
i
t � �

Z 1

0
pi;t (k) y

i
t (k) dk � �itwitnit: (22)

2.4 Equilibrium

We assume symmetry in the home bias parameter and impose �h + �f = 1, so that �h =

1 � �f = �. De�ning aggregate output as yit =
�R 1
0 y

i
t(k)

��1
� dk

� �
��1

for i 2 fh; fg, an
equilibrium is a sequence of quantities

fQtg1t=0 =
n
yht ; y

f
t ; c

h
t ; c

f
t ; n

h
t ; n

f
t ; `

h
t ; `

f
t ; b

h
t ; b

f
t ; b

h
g;t; b

f
g;t; d

h
t ; d

f
t ; ac

h
t ; ac

f
t

o1
t=0

; (23)

a sequence of prices

fPtg1t=0 =
n
pht ; p

f
t ; w

h
t ; w

f
t ;mc

h
t ;mc

f
t ; ph;t; pf;t; x

h
1;t; x

f
1;t; x

h
2;t; x

f
2;t;�h;t;�f;t

o1
t=0

; (24)

such that, conditionally on a sequence of productivity shocks f�tg1t=0 =
n
�ha;t; �

f
a;t

o1
t=0
, of

�scal policies fGtg1t=0 =
n
�ht ; �

f
t ; g

h
t ; g

f
t

o1
t=0
, and a monetary policy fRtg1t=0 = frtg

1
t=0 :

(i) For a given sequence of prices fPtg1t=0, fQtg
1
t=0 satis�es households and �rms optimality

conditions and balances the governments budget constraints.

(ii) For a given sequence of quantities fQtg1t=0, the sequence fPtg
1
t=0 clears �nal goods

markets

yht = (1� �)
�
ph;t

pht

��� �
cht + ac

h
t

�
+ �

 
ph;t

pft

!�� �
cft + ac

f
t

�
+ ght ; (25)

yft = (1� �)
 
pf;t

pft

!�� �
cft + ac

f
t

�
+ �

�
pf;t

pht

��� �
cht + ac

h
t

�
+ gft ; (26)

labor markets,

nit =

Z 1

0
`it(k)dk; for i 2 fh; fg ; (27)

the international �nancial market

bht + b
f
t = 0; (28)

and government bonds markets

dit = big;t; for i 2 fh; fg : (29)
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Labor markets clearing conditions imply that the aggregate production function is

yit�i;t = aitn
i
t; for i 2 fh; fg : (30)

Equation (30) illustrates that price stickiness implies some heterogeneity in individual pro-

duction prices since �i;t � 1 and therefore a certain dispersion of labor demands, that is

costly in terms of welfare. The dispersion of production prices implied by Calvo contracts

induces ine¢ cient �uctuations of hours worked in the equilibrium since a share �i;t � 1 � 0
of output is lost due to sticky prices, as compared to the situation of �exible prices where

�i;t = 1 always.

Lastly, the aggregation of constraints yields the dynamics of net foreign assets

bit � rt�1bit�1 = tbit: (31)

where tbit = pi;t
�
yit � git

�
� pitcit is the trade balance of country i at time t.

2.5 Policy set-up

We describe governments and central bank behavior, as �scal and monetary policies may

altogether a¤ect the economy.

2.5.1 Fiscal policy

In the model, monopolistic competition distorts the �rst-best steady-state allocation through

mark-up pricing and results in lower steady-state output. As shown by Benigno andWoodford

(2005), these �rst-order distortions are o¤set when �� = �= ((� � 1) (1� ��)) = 1, i.e. when
�� = 1= (1� �). Since � > 1, the optimal tax on sales �� is negative.

We assume that government spending is the main policy instrument. The assumptions regard-

ing the way public spending policies are determined and their implications for �uctuations

are discussed later in the paper. Following Galí, López-Salido and Vallés (2007), labor in-

come taxes are adjusted by governments to meet a certain level of debt to GDP in the long

run. We make this assumption to prevent the eventuality of unit roots on public debts under

conditions discussed later.4 Governments thus commit to the following labor income tax rule,

which

�it = � + ��;d
�
diy;t�1 � dy

�
; (32)

where � is the steady-state level of taxes on labor income and diy;t = dit=
�
pi;ty

i
t

�
is the level

of real public debt over GDP.5 As in Galí et al. (2007), ��;y controls the time horizon at

4These unit roots are very frequent when analyzing �scal policy with public debt (see Ferrero (2009) among
many others).

5We consider a symmetric set-up, implying that steady-state values as well as policy parameters are not
country-speci�c.
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which governments meet their commitment. Lastly the dynamics of real public debt over

GDP writes:

diy;t � rig;t�1
�
yit�1=y

i
t

� �
diy;t�1=�i;t

�
= git=y

i
t � � � �itwitnit=(pi;tyit): (33)

2.5.2 Monetary policy

We consider two types of monetary policies: a simple monetary policy rule and a Ramsey

optimal monetary policy. While the latter is analyzed as a robustness check of our results,

the former is considered as the benchmark monetary policy. The most natural candidate is a

Taylor-type rule. In this case, the central bank of the monetary union controls the nominal

interest rate at time t. Changes in the nominal interest rate imply changes in country-speci�c

real interest rates since prices are sticky and the transmission of monetary policy operates

through an intertemporal substitution e¤ect. As long as both countries face an identical

degree of nominal rigidities, the aggregate block of the model behaves as a closed-economy

version of the model. Because we consider productivity shocks, aggregate in�ation and the

aggregate output gap move in the very same direction. Therefore the inclusion of an output

gap target in the rule would be redundant, and could only result in larger welfare losses (see

Benigno (2004) and Ferrero (2009)). Consequently, we consider that the central bank only

targets the aggregate CPI in�ation rate. We also introduce some persistence in the changes

of the monetary policy instrument:

rt = �rrt�1 + (1� �r)
�
r + �r;� (�

u
t � �u)

�
; 0 < �r < 1; �r;� > 1; (34)

where �ut = (�
h
t + �

f
t )=2 is the aggregate CPI in�ation rate.

2.6 Solution and parameter values

Preferences The utility function takes the following functional form

u
�
cit; g

i
t; n

i
t

�
=

1

1� �

��
cit
�(1��) �

git
���1�� � �

1 +  

�
nit
�1+ 

, � > 1, �; �;  > 0: (35)

In this expression, � is the constant degree of relative risk-aversion, � is the share of public

goods in the �aggregate�consumption bundle and 1= is the (constant) Frisch elasticity of

labor supply.

Shocks In the benchmark version of the model, only productivity shocks are considered.6

Productivity innovations are purely country-speci�c (idiosyncratic) in the baseline case, but

we allow for some cross-country correlation of innovations (labeled �a) as a robustness check.

The asymmetry of shocks is a key element to generate our results. Combined with the assump-

tion of home bias, di¤erent shocks imply that business cycles are di¤erent in each country.

6 In Appendix C, we consider public spending shocks and monetary policy shocks as an extension.
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As it reacts to aggregate variables in the monetary union, monetary policy is not well-suited

to economic conditions in both economies simultaneously. For example, monetary policy is

too tight for the country experiencing an asymmetric de�ationary shock and too loose in the

other country. The common monetary policy thus acts as an endogenous transmission mech-

anism, that enhances business cycle di¤erences in the monetary union. In addition, these

di¤erences imply an adjustment of relative prices, i.e. terms of trade and the real exchange

rate, introducing a trade-o¤ for the central bank between closing the terms-of-trade gap and

stabilizing national in�ation rates (see Benigno (2004)).

Steady-state We assume that the decentralized steady-state is consistent with the steady-

state that would be chosen by a central planner, so that all equilibria considered in the

paper (including Ramsey equilibria) share the same steady-state. This is the case when � =

1= (1� �) and g = �y. The calculation of the decentralized symmetric steady-state of the

model is then straightforward, as we further assume bh = bf = 0, normalize the steady-state

value of productivity (a = 1), as well as the price level (p = 1). We get w = 1, y = n,

c = (1� �) y, and hours worked in the steady-state are

y = n =

�
(1� �) ��1

�
(1� �)(1��) ��

�(1��)� 1
 +�

; (36)

where the steady-state tax rate � is uniquely pinned down by the target level of public debt

over GDP in the steady-state dy, imposed exogenously by the government (see Equation

(32)).

Preference parameters. The model is parameterized to be consistent with the situation of

the EMU during its recent history (1999-2009). The discount factor is � = 0:99, implying an

average 4:1 percent annual real interest rate. The preference parameter � is adjusted so that

n = 1. As in Smets and Wouters (2003), we set � = 1:5. The inverse of the Frisch elasticity

is  = 1, which lies in the upper bound of the range put forth by Canzoneri, Cumby and

Diba (2007). As our results are clearly sensitive to these parameters and since their value

is highly debated in the literature, an extensive sensitivity analysis is also conducted. The

parameter � is chosen to match the average share of imports in the Euro area (calculated

using OECD Economic Outlook data for 2006), i.e. � = 0:35. The value of � is widely debated

in the literature. The estimates of Harrigan (1993) range from 5 to 12, while the literature

on international business cycles usually sets this parameter to much lower values �between

1 and 2.5 � to match the volatility of the trade balance (see Backus, Kehoe and Kydland

(1993)). Following this literature, we set the value of this parameter to � = 1:5. For this

parameter again, a sensitivity analysis is conducted. The elasticity of substitution between

varieties is set according to Rotemberg and Woodford (1997) at � = 7. This parameter is of

great importance as it shapes the magnitude of prices, output and hours dispersion implied
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by �uctuations in producer prices in�ation rates, and a¤ects the welfare losses from nominal

rigidities, along with the degree of prices stickiness, as shown by Equation (30).

Invariant policy parameters. The steady-state share of public spending is chosen to match

the average level of government expenditures (excluding transfers) in the EMU, i.e. � = 0:25.

The steady-state level of labor income taxes � is set to match the level of debt to GDP in

the EMU. As our setting is quarterly, we impose dy = 2:4, which corresponds to a 60 percent

debt to annual GDP ratio. Given the chosen calibration, the corresponding steady-state tax

rate on labor income is 44:09 percent.7 This �gure is in accordance with tax wedges on

labor income reported by the OECD (Taxing wages 2007/2008: 2008 Edition). The value

of ��;d, the sensitivity of labor income taxes to deviations of public debt to its steady-state

value, is crucial in determining the stability of public debt dynamics. Up to a �rst-order

approximation, a su¢ cient condition for stability and sustainability is ��;d > ��1 � 1. Tax
policy is not our primary focus and tax rules are considered only to ensure stationarity under

all circumstances. We thus calibrate ��;d over a minimal value, namely ��;d = 0:02:

Other parameters. Nominal rigidities are symmetric within the monetary union. Building

on recent New Keynesian Phillips curves estimates in the Euro area assessing that � = 0:78

in average (see Rumler (2007)), Calvo parameters are �h = �f = 0:8. These values imply

that prices are reset every 5 quarters in average. The parameter governing portfolio costs is

set to � = 0:001, close to Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2003), implying that transaction costs

on international bonds represent an annual 0:4 percent interest rate premium. Lastly, we set

parameters governing the dynamics of productivity shocks to �a = 0:9; �
�
"ia;t
�
= 0:01. In

the benchmark situation, the correlation of shocks is null, i.e. �a = 0. Table 1 summarizes

the baseline numerical values assigned to structural parameters of our economy.

Solution and implications for welfare. As the model does not admit a closed-form solu-

tion, it is solved by using a second-order approximation of equilibrium relations around the

steady-state.8 This ensures that our results are immune to the Kim and Kim (2003) critique

concerning spurious welfare reversals.

3 Welfare reversals

This section addresses the implications of the structure of �nancial markets when public

spending policies are passive. We thus consider constant public spending, git = g. In this case,

stabilization is operated by monetary policy only. The latter evolves according to Equation

(34). Following Smets and Wouters (2003), parameters of the monetary policy rule are set

to �r = 0:9, and �� = 1:5. The case of active public spending policies is investigated as a

robustness check in Section 5.
7The exact value is � = �� 1= (1� �)� dy

�
1� ��1

�
.

8Equilibrium relations are summarized in Appendix A.
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Table 1: Benchmark parameter values

Discount factor � = 0:99
Inverse of the Frisch elasticity  = 1
Risk aversion � = 1:5
Elasticity of substitution between goods � = 1:5
Elasticity of substitution between varieties � = 7
Home bias in private consumption 1� � = 0:65
Steady-state share of public spending in GDP � = 0:25
Steady-state stock of public debt over quarterly GDP dy = 2:4
Elasticity of labor income taxes to public debt ��;d = 0:02

Average duration of prices, in quarters (1� �)�1 = 5
Portfolio adjustment cost � = 0:001
Persistence of productivity shocks �a = 0:9
Standard deviation of productivity shocks �

�
"ia
�
= 0:01

Cross-country correlation of productivity shocks �a = 0

3.1 Dynamics

The dynamics implied by incomplete and complete markets are qualitatively very similar. For

this reason and also to provide some intuition on our results, we �rst analyze the dynamics

under incomplete �nancial markets, and second contrast the di¤erences arising with the

dynamics under complete �nancial markets.

Figure 1 displays the Impulse Response Functions (IRFs hereafter) of key macroeconomic

variables in both countries after a one standard deviation purely asymmetric productivity

shock in the domestic economy when �nancial markets are incomplete.

After the shock, domestic consumption and output increase, while hours fall because of the

wealth e¤ect. From a general equilibrium perspective, domination of the wealth e¤ect over

the substitution e¤ect after an increase in the real wage critically depends on the form of

preferences (separable or not in labor), on whether physical capital is considered or not and on

the shape of the marginal utility of consumption. In our model, preferences are separable in

labor, and capital accumulation is absent. After a positive productivity shock, the real wage

increases, as well as consumption and the marginal utility of consumption decreases more

than proportionally. According to Equation (6), the marginal disutility of hours worked has

to decrease, which leads households to reduce their labor supply. Productivity gains increase

the real wage but since production prices are sticky, a wedge between the real wage and

productivity gains develops. The real marginal cost shrinks, implying a de�ation. Public

debt builds up since (i) the collection of labor income taxes increases less than sales subsidies

on impact and (ii) the de�ation magni�es the value of the stock of public debt over GDP.
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Figure 1: IRFs after a one standard deviation purely asymmetric productivity shock in the
domestic economy under incomplete �nancial markets.
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After few periods, the tax rate on labor income increases, and hours worked return to their

steady-state value. This induces a stabilization of real debt over GDP to its steady-state level.

Monetary policy consists of lowering the common nominal interest rate more than aggregate

in�ation. It further increases consumption and output in the domestic economy. In the

foreign economy, consumption is boosted, while the response of output remains almost muted.

Indeed, due to the domestic de�ation, terms of trade worsens (competitiveness improves) in

the domestic economy, leading both domestic and foreign households to shift temporarily

their consumption toward goods produced in the domestic economy. This movement also

generates a trade-balance surplus in the domestic economy. Noticeably, this expenditure-

switching e¤ect is strong enough to almost o¤set the boom in foreign output induced by

lower interest rates. Therefore the overall e¤ect of the domestic productivity shock on foreign

output is close to zero, and the response of foreign hours worked exactly follows that of foreign

output.

Responses when international �nancial markets are complete are qualitatively very similar.

Quantitatively, the di¤erence is clear, however. As shown by de Paoli (2009), incomplete

asset markets provide partial insurance to households and the connection between income and

consumption is tighter than under complete asset markets. While complete markets insulate

households from income e¤ects, incomplete markets do not. This di¤erence is a source of

quantitative di¤erences in the response of terms of trade. After an asymmetric domestic

productivity shock, domestic terms of trade worsen (domestic competitiveness improves),
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which increases the external purchasing power of foreign households. It allows them to increase

their consumption level, but this increase is based on imports from the domestic country and

associated with a muted response of foreign output. Under incomplete markets, imperfect

risk-sharing renders foreign consumption more sensitive to �uctuations in foreign output.

Therefore, due to income e¤ects, foreign consumption increases less because the response of

output is muted.

Ultimately, the way the structure of asset markets a¤ects the response of terms of trade

in equilibrium depends on how �uctuations of terms of trade a¤ect the trade balance. If

trade balance improves after a depreciation, imperfect risk-sharing lowers the equilibrium

magnitude of the response of terms of trade. After an asymmetric domestic productivity

shock, foreign terms of trade improve (foreign competitiveness is lower). It helps foreign

households to increase their consumption but lowers foreign output, since both domestic and

foreign households substitute domestic goods to foreign goods. If consumption is more closely

tied to income (output) because of imperfect risk-sharing, less responsive terms of trade can

help mitigate the income e¤ects and help foreign consumption increase. Of course, if trade

balance worsens after a depreciation, incomplete markets lead to the exact opposite e¤ect.

In this case, the response of terms of trade is larger under incomplete markets than under

complete markets. In our framework, with productivity shocks only, a su¢ cient condition

for trade balance to improve after a depreciation is � > ��, a condition that is met in our

baseline calibration (see Appendix B for a proof and Section 3.2 for an extensive discussion).

Figure 2 reports the IRFs of relative consumptions, hours, in�ation rates, as well as terms

of trade both under incomplete and complete asset markets. Clearly, after an asymmetric

domestic productivity shock, an economy with complete markets features a larger adjustment

in terms of trade than under incomplete markets. This relates to the absence of income

e¤ects under complete markets and to the fact that the condition � > �� is met in our

basline calibration. These larger movements have two important consequences. First, domestic

consumption increases less and domestic hours fall less due to the absence of income e¤ects.

This is expected to generate welfare gains for the households. Second, the domestic in�ation

rate falls more deeply because terms of trade adjust more. This e¤ect is expected to produce

welfare losses, because the associated price dispersion is larger.

Our analysis reveals that completeness of �nancial markets results in two competing e¤ects,

as compared to incompleteness. First, complete �nancial markets neutralize income e¤ects

and bring domestic and foreign consumptions closer to each other. Second, complete �nancial

markets result in larger �uctuations in terms of trade, and therefore in PPI in�ation rates.

Complete �nancial markets are thus expected to a¤ect welfare losses from �uctuations in two

opposite directions: a better sharing of risks will increase households welfare in the monetary

union, while more volatile national in�ation rates will lead to additional welfare losses, as the
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Figure 2: IRFs after a one standard deviation purely asymmetric productivity shock in the
domestic economy under incomplete vs. complete �nancial markets.
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dispersion of prices, output and hours will increase in both economies. Numerical simulations

are conducted in the next section to determine which e¤ect dominates and under which

conditions.

3.2 Volatilities and welfare

Welfare losses are computed using the conditional mean of a welfare metric

W0 =W h
0 +W

f
0 ; (37)

that takes into account the impact of second-order moments on conditional �rst-order mo-

ments. As we use a second-order approximation of equilibrium conditions, the welfare measure

di¤ers from its steady-state (unconditional) value. We make use of this di¤erence and convert

welfare losses in an equivalent percentage of steady-state consumption �, that agents would

be willing to give up to live in a world without �uctuations

W0 = 2
u ((1� �=100) c; g; n)

(1� �) ; (38)

where c; g; and n respectively denote steady-state consumption, public spending and hours

worked.

Table 2 summarizes our main results. It reports the standard deviations of private con-

sumption, public spending, hours worked, PPI in�ation and terms of trade under alternative
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assumptions regarding international �nancial markets and the welfare losses from �uctua-

tions. In the case of complete �nancial markets, it also reports the corresponding welfare loss

with respect to the situation of incomplete �nancial markets. It is labeled � and expressed as

the percentage increase in consumption that households would be ready to give up to live in

an economy with incomplete �nancial markets. The results are presented for the benchmark

parameter values.

Table 2: Standard deviations and welfare losses under passive public spending policies

Standard deviations Welfare Losses (%)
cit git nit �i;t st � �

Incomplete markets 0.8946 0.0000 1.1730 0.2619 1.8073 0.1215 �
Complete markets 0.8343 0.0000 1.1517 0.2722 2.1144 0.1245 0.0035

Note: Shocks are purely asymmetric, i.e. �a= 0. Simulations are carried out using a second-order
approximation of equilibrium conditions.

In terms of volatility, the main results can be summarized as follows: when international

�nancial markets are incomplete, private consumptions and hours are more volatile, and

PPI in�ation rates and terms of trade are less volatile. In this case, both complete and

incomplete markets deliver exactly similar volatilities. Completeness of �nancial markets

implies that consumptions are less volatile because international wealth e¤ects are perfectly

o¤set. Therefore unexpected shocks do not generate wealth transfers. To achieve this smoother

path of relative consumptions and hours, relative prices adjust more than when international

�nancial markets are incomplete, as long as � > ��. Due to price stickiness and to the lack of

policy instruments to address this distortion to the e¢ cient equilibrium, incomplete �nancial

markets generate a positive externality on the volatility of PPI in�ation rates. The latter are

required to adjust less because terms of trade adjust less.

In our framework, a su¢ cient condition for terms of trade to be more volatile under complete

markets is that the Marshall-Lerner condition is met (see de Paoli (2009)). As shown in

Appendix B, the general condition for depreciations to generate trade surpluses writes

� > �� =
�+ � (1� �) + 1� 2�
2 (1� �) (�+ � (1� �)) : (39)

After productivity shocks, relative consumptions and terms of trade evolve in opposite di-

rections, with opposite e¤ects on the trade balance. A domestic productivity shock increases

domestic consumption more than foreign consumption and terms of trade worsen (domestic

�rms are more competitive). The dynamics of relative consumptions deteriorates the trade

balance, while that of terms of trade induces an expenditure-switching e¤ect that improves

the trade balance. For the latter to dominate, and the trade balance to improve, the con-

dition is that � > ��. When this condition is met, depreciations improve the trade balance

and complete �nancial markets lead to more volatile terms of trade in equilibrium. Figure 3
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plots the threshold value of the trade elasticity �� as a function of key parameters � (trade

openness) and � (risk-aversion).

Figure 3: Threshold value of the trade elasticity (��), as a function of risk-aversion (�) and
trade openness (�). When � > ��, depreciations generate trade balance surpluses.
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The value of �� increases with trade-openness and falls with risk-aversion. Higher trade-

openness implies that the trade balance is more sensitive to relative consumption levels.

Therefore larger substitution e¤ects are required for the trade balance to improve after depre-

ciations. Risk-aversion exerts opposite e¤ects. As it increases, households are more reluctant

to tilt their consumption pro�le over time, and relative consumptions are less responsive. As

a consequence, their in�uence on the trade balance is dampened, reducing the need for large

substitution e¤ects, i.e. for large values of the trade elasticity.

Lastly, Table 2 displays the welfare losses from �uctuations both under complete and incom-

plete �nancial markets. Since the seminal paper of Lucas (1987), many authors have measured

the costs of business cycles in economies with price rigidities. As put by Walsh (2007): �Re-

cent work in monetary theory (...) has demonstrated that focusing solely on consumption

volatility misses important welfare costs associated with in�ation�. In the literature, de-

pending on the modeling assumptions, the results are twenty to sixty times as large as the

loss suggested by Lucas (1987, 2003). For instance, in Galí, Gertler and López-Salido (2007)

welfare costs between 0.01 and 0.08 percent of steady-state consumption. Canzoneri et al.

(2007) extend Galí et al. (2007) to allow for capital accumulation. They empirically estimate

public spending and nominal interest rate rules and calibrate their model to US data. They
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calculate the welfare costs of nominal inertia and show that the average household is willing

to forsake one to three per cent of consumption each period in order to avoid price and wage

stickiness. The estimated welfare losses are substantial and come from the fact that the mon-

etary authorities sub-optimally react to the deviations of output from the steady state (rather

than to the output gap). This prominent role of the central bank is further highlighted by

Ravenna and Walsh (2011), who show that �bad�policy rules lead to ine¢ cient in�ation and

output gap stabilization, and result in large welfare losses. In addition, other contributions,

such as Kiley (2002) or Paustian (2004), show that Calvo contracts can imply welfare costs

that are 4 to 8 times higher than those implied by overlapping Taylor contracts, essentially

due to the larger price dispersion induced by Calvo contracts. This statement is con�rmed

by Damjanovic and Nolan (2010), who �nd that even moderate price dispersion can imply

signi�cant welfare losses, between 0.5 and 2 percent of steady-state consumption.

The size of our welfare losses from �uctuations is in line with this literature. In the spe-

ci�c context of a two-country monetary union with sticky prices and productivity shocks,

Lombardo (2006) reports welfare costs of business cycles of 0.84 percent of steady-state con-

sumption. This is higher than our welfare losses (0.12 percent) but an important di¤erence

with Lombardo (2006) is that we cancel steady state mark-ups while he doesn�t. Our welfare

losses from �uctuations are 2 to 3 times higher than those reported by Lucas, and consistent

with the literature reviewed in the last paragraph. They are also in line with the welfare losses

reported by Galí and Monacelli (2005) in the case of an exchange rate peg, that range between

0.027 and 0.11 percent of steady-state consumption. The losses computed in our framework

are somewhat larger because we consider additional distortions such as taxes and a rather

ine¢ cient monetary policy rule. When better stabilization policies are considered, such as

in Section 5, welfare losses from �uctuations collapse and roughly match those obtained in

�exible price models.

Di¤erences between welfare losses arising under alternative �nancial market structures are

smaller than the total welfare losses from �uctuations. They are in line with the �gures

reported by Benigno (2009), who �nds that the welfare costs of incomplete �nancial markets

range between 0.0075 and 0.1787 percent of steady-state consumption. Further, the overall

welfare e¤ect of having complete �nancial markets is negative, as equilibria under incomplete

markets imply lower welfare losses from �uctuations with respect to equilibria under complete

markets. Fluctuations are more costly under complete markets because this �nancial structure

produces more volatile in�ation rates. The latter cause welfare losses that overturn the welfare

gains from a better sharing of risks within the monetary union.
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4 Sensitivity to parameters

In this section, we proceed to a systematic robustness analysis of the welfare e¤ects of com-

plete �nancial markets in a monetary union with sticky prices and asymmetric shocks.

We contrast the welfare costs of �uctuations implied by complete and incomplete markets, as

a function of key parameters. We span the whole range of plausible parameter values within

the range of parameter domains de�ned in the model section.9 We are particularly interested

in determining what parameters are crucial to deliver the welfare reversals identi�ed in the

previous section. Figure 4 below reports �, the welfare loss implied by complete �nancial

markets expressed in equivalent percentage of steady-state consumption. Therefore when �

is negative, complete �nancial markets deliver lower welfare losses from �uctuations than

incomplete �nancial markets. We consider preference parameters, such as risk-aversion (�),

the inverse of the Frisch elasticity ( ), home bias (�), and the trade elasticity (�). We also

consider nominal rigidities (�) and the characteristics of shocks, such as persistence (�a) or

cross-country correlation (�a).

Figure 4: Increase in welfare implied by incomplete markets (�). All parameters but the
varying parameter are set to their baseline values.
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9For example, we do not consider values of the risk-aversion parameter lower than one.
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Figure 4 shows that varying trade openness (�), risk-aversion (�), the inverse of the Frisch

elasticity ( ), shocks persistence (�a) and shocks cross-country correlation (�a) never reverses

the result according to which having complete �nancial markets implies welfare losses as

compared to a situation of incomplete �nancial markets.

Interestingly, larger values of trade openness, higher risk-aversion, and a greater sensitivity of

hours worked to wages dampen the welfare losses from complete �nancial markets. Increasing

openness (�) reduces the distance between allocations arising under complete and incomplete

�nancial markets, as it makes the composition of consumption aggregates and CPI in�ation

rates more similar, and even perfectly similar in the limiting case of � = 1=2. As risk-aversion

(�) increases, agents are more reluctant to experience large variations of consumption and

tend to smooth consumption more in the event of transitory shocks. As a corollary, higher

risk-aversion increases the sensitivity of households to income e¤ects implied by asymmetric

shocks under incomplete markets. Therefore the welfare gains from enjoying perfect insur-

ance through complete markets increase relative to the welfare costs from nominal rigidities.

Overall, the welfare losses from having complete �nancial markets decrease steadily with risk-

aversion. As the sensitivity of households labor supply to changes in the real wage increases

(as  falls), households �nd it less costly to endure the additional volatility of hours implied

by the e¤ects of perfect risk-sharing on terms of trade, and on in�ation rates.

Shocks persistence (�a) tends to magnify the welfare losses from having complete markets

while a higher cross-country correlation of shocks (�a) lowers these losses. On the one hand,

persistence crucially a¤ects the external adjustment mechanisms after unexpected shocks.

Persistent shocks imply less smoothing through external channels (such as the current ac-

count) while temporary shocks imply more smoothing. Therefore, more persistent shocks are

associated with more volatile terms of trade in equilibrium. It increases the welfare losses

implied by complete markets, as the latter imply an additional volatility of terms of trade

(and thus of national in�ation rates) with respect to incomplete markets. On the other hand,

cross-country shocks correlation a¤ects the size of asymmetries, that are central to our result.

More correlated shocks dampen asymmetries. In the limiting case when shocks are perfectly

correlated, welfare losses from �uctuations are independent from the structure of �nancial

markets, as the monetary union behaves as a single representative agent economy.

The results are more sensitive to the value of the trade elasticity (�) and the magnitude of

nominal rigidities (�).

The role of the elasticity of substitution is central. Indeed, the condition driving the relative

volatility of terms of trade under alternative �nancial market structures crucially depends

on �. Figure 4 con�rms that the volatility of terms of trade is the main driver of our result.

When � < ��, that is when � is su¢ ciently small, complete �nancial markets imply less
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volatile terms of trade, as compared to incomplete �nancial markets, and unambiguously

produce welfare gains. When � > ��, welfare reversals arise and incomplete �nancial markets

produce lower welfare losses from �uctuations with respect to complete �nancial markets,

because terms of trade are more volatile under complete markets. According to our baseline

calibration, �� = 0:9371, and Figure 4 shows that the welfare reversal arises precisely when

� > ��.10 However, when � is larger than 3, complete markets welfare dominate again.

This happens because larger substitution e¤ects in international trade lower the equilibrium

volatility of terms of trade under both �nancial markets structures, as smaller movements in

relative prices produce larger expenditure-switching e¤ects. Larger values of � thus lead to

smaller di¤erences in the equilibrium volatility of terms of trade resulting from alternative

�nancial market structures. The negative impact of complete �nancial markets on welfare �

that acts through more volatile national in�ation rates �is therefore reduced and, the welfare

gains of having complete �nancial markets can overturn the implied welfare losses, producing

net welfare gains. In our views, the sensitivity of our result to the value of the trade elasticity

is central as the range of empirical estimates is typically very large and includes values as

low as 0.43 (see Lubik and Schorfheide (2006)) as well as values as large as 4 or 6 (see Broda

and Weinstein (2006)) or more (see Harrigan (1993)).

Lastly, nominal rigidities are also central to our result. When � < 0:33, we obtain the

traditional result according to which complete �nancial markets yield welfare gains. When

� > 0:33, welfare reversals arise for the reasons documented above. Given the empirical

evidence for European countries put forth in Rumler (2007) this condition is rather loose

and likely to be met. The degree of nominal rigidities crucially a¤ects both the volatility of

national in�ation rates in equilibrium and the associated welfare costs. When prices are more

�exible (� low), the welfare losses from nominal rigidities are lower, and the welfare gains

from better risk-sharing are more likely to outweigh the welfare losses from more volatile

national in�ation rates.

5 Sensitivity to stabilization policies

We now investigate the welfare cost of business cycles under alternative �nancial market

structures when public spending policies are active, i.e. when �scal authorities use the level

of public expenditure to a¤ect �uctuations. Their ability to do so is however constrained by

Equations (32) and (33). We are more particularly interested in determining whether active

policies are able to stabilize national in�ation rates enough to reduce the welfare losses from

10More precisely, when � = ��, trade is always balanced and the equilibrium is isomorphic to that arising
in a closed economy. Consequently agents are indi¤erent between alternative international �nancial markets
structures. This case corresponds to parameterizations considered by Galí and Monacelli (2005), Galí and
Monacelli (2008) and Pappa and Vassilatos (2007).
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nominal rigidities, and therefore alter the ranking of welfare losses uncovered in the previous

section.

Public spending policies may be an e¤ective tool to stabilize the economy, and more speci�-

cally national in�ation rates. For instance, an expansionary domestic public spending policy

after an asymmetric domestic positive productivity shock will stabilize the in�ation rate, and

bring domestic output closer to its �exible price level (i.e. lower the output gap).

However, there is also good reason to believe that active public spending policies may not

reverse the welfare ranking of alternative �nancial market structures. First, because public

spending falls within the utility function of households, active policies may generate additional

welfare losses. Second, because we make the realistic assumption that public expenditure is

�nanced through debt or distortionary taxes, active public spending policies increase the

volatility of real debts and therefore the volatility of tax rates, that are potentially costly in

terms of welfare.

In what follows, we consider the following three policy con�gurations where public spending

policies are active: (i) optimized public spending rules, (ii) optimal Ramsey public spending

policies and (iii) a full Ramsey policy with optimal monetary and public spending policies.

We contrast them with the equilibrium under passive public spending policies, and focus

on cases where the economy is driven by productivity shocks only. Indeed, as we consider

optimized or optimal public spending policies and/or an optimal monetary policy, considering

additional public spending or monetary policy shocks is pointless as policymakers could o¤set

those shocks via their policy decisions.

The literature on �scal rules is amazingly vast both theoretically (see Beetsma and Jensen

(2005), Ferrero (2009), Galí and Monacelli (2008), Kirsanova, Satchi, Vines and Wren-Lewis

(2007), Kirsanova and Wren-Lewis (2012) and Pappa and Vassilatos (2007) among others)

and empirically (see Candelon, Muysken and Vermeulen (2010), Fatás and Mihov (2003),

Galí and Perotti (2003) and Wyplosz (2002) among others). Following Galí and Perotti

(2003), we consider a simple public spending rule in which public spending reacts to output

deviations from the steady-state and include a debt-to-GDP stabilization objective. The rule

also includes a smoothing term, re�ecting the persistence of past public spending decisions

git = �gg
i
t�1 +

�
1� �g

� �
g + �g;y

�
yit � y

�
+ �g;d

�
diy;t�1 � dy

��
: (40)

First, under optimized rules, policymakers commit to the rule (40), and choose the coe¢ cient

values �g, �g;y and �g;d so as to maximize aggregate welfare.
11 In addition, we consider that

monetary policy is set according to Equation (34).

11We proceed to a welfare maximization on the following parameter domain �g 2 [0; 1[, �g;y 2 [�2; 2] and
�g;d 2 [�0:1; 0] to determine optimized rules. These domains systematically insure equilibrium determinacy.
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Second, Ramsey public spending policies are determined optimally conditionally on the mon-

etary policy rule (34). Monetary policymakers are thus the �rst movers and public spending

policies are set cooperatively and simultaneously by both governments after monetary policy

has been announced.

Lastly, under a full Ramsey policy, a central planner jointly determines and implements

the optimal public spending and monetary policies so as to maximize the aggregate welfare

within the monetary union subject to the set of equilibrium condition detailed in the model

section. As Ramsey policies are typically known to be time-inconsistent, we adopt the timeless

perspective (see Woodford (1999) and Giannoni and Woodford (2002)) both for the Ramsey

public spending policies and for the fully optimal Ramsey policies.12

An intuition of how Ramsey policies can improve on simple rules is the following. As shown

by Benigno (2004), a monetary union with sticky prices is a second best world in the sense

that both domestic, foreign and relative prices are sticky. Therefore, authorities face a trade-

o¤ between stabilizing national prices (bringing in�ation rates close to zero) and preserving

enough adjustments of relative prices (bringing the terms-of-trade gap close to zero). Further,

the linear-quadratic framework developed by Benigno (2004), Ferrero (2009) and Galí and

Monacelli (2008) indicates that the weight placed on national in�ation rates in the households

loss function is very high as compared to other variables (such as the terms-of-trade gap or

national output gaps). Therefore Ramsey policies could improve upon optimized rules by

allowing public spending to react more directly to variables that are crucial for households

welfare (such as in�ation rates or terms-of-trade gaps), while optimized simple rules are

restricted to react to output and deviations of the debt-to-GDP ratio.

Given the relative complexity of our model, an analytical derivation of the �rst-order con-

ditions of the Ramsey problems described above is cumbersome. We thus solve for Ramsey

policies using the �get_ramsey�procedure developed by López-Salido and Levin (2004) and

used in Levin, Onatski, Williams and Williams (2006). We then compute a second-order

approximation to the optimal conditions using Dynare�s build-in routine and simulate the

model.

Table 3 below summarizes the main statistics and welfare implications of the di¤erent equi-

libria considered under alternative �nancial market structures.

First, the welfare ranking of alternative �scal policies yields the expected results. Optimized

rules outperform passive policies in terms of welfare, Ramsey policies overturn optimized

rules and full Ramsey policies deliver the highest level of welfare (the lowest welfare losses).

Welfare improvements achieved by Ramsey policies are close to improvements brought by
12More precisely, we assume that optimal conditions at time zero are set consistently with a previous

commitment, such as the one described by optimal conditions between period t and t+ 1.
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Table 3: Standard deviations and welfare losses under active public spending policies

Standard deviations Welfare Losses (%)
Incomplete markets cit git nit �i;t st � �

Passive G policies 0.8946 0.0000 1.1730 0.2619 1.8073 0.1215 �
Optimized G rules 0.6375 0.8209 1.0486 0.2713 1.3333 0.1139 �
Ramsey G policies 0.2456 0.5044 0.5423 0.1868 0.6377 0.0996 �
Full Ramsey Policy 0.5624 0.4127 0.4008 0.1292 0.6377 0.0638 �

Complete markets cit git nit �i;t st �
Passive G policies 0.8343 0.0000 1.1517 0.2722 2.1144 0.1245 0.0035
Optimized G rules 0.6006 0.8520 1.0122 0.2772 1.5941 0.1159 0.0023
Ramsey G policies 0.2511 0.5139 0.5443 0.1948 0.6942 0.1020 0.0028
Full Ramsey Policy 0.5649 0.4243 0.4035 0.1405 0.6942 0.0660 0.0026

Note: G policies denotes public spending policies. Passive G policies refers to the case with productiv-
ity shocks only. In all cases, the economy is driven by productivity shocks only and shocks are purely
asymmetric, i.e. �a=0. Simulations are carried out using a second-order approximation of equilib-
rium conditions. The values of optimized coe¢ cients are �g= 0, �g;y= 0:60 and �g;d= �0:035 under
incomplete markets and �g= 0, �g;y= 0:61 and �g;d= �0:039 under complete markets.

optimized rules. However, the distance between optimized rules and Ramsey policies sug-

gests that targets considered in Equation (40) are not the best targets in our framework.

In particular, optimized rules increase welfare by achieving a more e¢ cient stabilization of

private consumptions and hours. Notwithstanding, they also result in more volatile in�ation

rates, while the latter are an important source of welfare losses for households. Ramsey

policies, on the other hand, result in less volatile private consumption, hours, in�ation rates,

and terms of trade, together with less volatile policy instruments (public spending). The

corresponding welfare gains with respect to both passive and optimized policies are sizeable.

Lastly, optimized rules coe¢ cients indicate a moderate stabilization of real debt and feature

a positive reaction of public spending to output. While the latter could be interpreted as a

pro-cyclical policy, recall that, in the model, the output gap is negative when output increases

after productivity shocks. Therefore public spending are counter-cyclical with respect to the

output gap, something that is more in accordance with common wisdom.

Second, equilibria under complete markets are systematically dominated in terms of welfare,

at least for the chosen parameter values. Public spending policies, even when optimally de-

signed and cooperatively implemented, are not able to reverse our main result. Indeed, the

distortions implied by public spending policies, related to �uctuations of taxes rates, and the

positive externality induced by incomplete markets on the volatility of these taxes prevent

an economy with complete markets to outperform an economy with incomplete markets (see

Appendix C for a detailled analysis of this e¤ect).

Third, we check wether the �nancing scheme of public spending alters our results, and proceed

to the analysis of active public spending policies when public expenditure are �nanced with

lump-sum taxation. The results are presented in Table 4 below.
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Table 4: Standard deviations and welfare losses under active public spending policies with
lump-sum taxes

Standard deviations Welfare Losses (%)
Incomplete markets cit git nit �i;t st � �

Passive G policies 0.9085 0.0000 1.1562 0.2683 1.8641 0.1241 �
Optimized G rules 0.6446 0.7680 0.8868 0.2334 1.4267 0.1048 �
Ramsey G policies 0.2351 0.5494 0.5069 0.1839 0.6382 0.0983 �
Full Ramsey Policy 0.5480 0.4413 0.3830 0.1276 0.6382 0.0678 �

Complete markets cit git nit �i;t st �
Passive G policies 0.8479 0.0000 1.1333 0.2792 2.1757 0.1281 0.0045
Optimized G rules 0.6144 0.7723 0.9105 0.2455 1.7225 0.1090 0.0048
Ramsey G policies 0.2416 0.5575 0.5125 0.1936 0.7075 0.1014 0.0035
Full Ramsey Policy 0.5508 0.4513 0.3905 0.1413 0.7075 0.0709 0.0035

Note: G policies denotes public spending policies. Passive G policies refers to the case with produc-
tivity shocks only. In all cases, the economy is driven by productivity shocks only. Shocks are purely
asymmetric, i.e. �a= 0. Simulations are carried out using a second-order approximation of equilibrium
conditions. The values of optimized coe¢ cients are �g= 0, and �g;y= 0:44 under incomplete markets
and �g= 0, and �g;y= 0:42 under complete markets.

According to Table 4, considering an alternative �nancing scheme is not enough to reverse

our result. Again, welfare losses from �uctuations are lower under incomplete markets than

under complete markets. Similar volatility patterns characterize equilibria under incomplete

and complete �nancial markets, pointing to the importance of our explanation in terms of

wealth e¤ects. Wealth e¤ects under incomplete markets generate an additional volatility of

consumption with negative welfare consequences, while they downsize the importance of

terms-of-trade adjustments. This leads to less volatile national in�ation rates with positive

e¤ects on households welfare. Importantly, public spending policies are more aggressive

under complete markets. Indeed, optimized or optimal public spending policies are designed

to reduce the volatility of in�ation rates, that are more volatile under complete markets.

As public spending enter the utility function, the larger corresponding deviations from the

e¢ cient provision of public goods prevent any reversal of our result.

6 Conclusion

A two-country monetary union with home bias, sticky prices and country-speci�c shocks is a

second-best environment. A central bank cannot close all gaps and replicate the �exible prices

equilibrium. National in�ation rates are thus di¤erent from zero, and the dynamics of relative

prices is di¤erent from its �exible prices dynamics. Alternative �nancial market structures,

as they alter the dynamics of relative prices, also a¤ect the dynamics of national in�ation

rates, and the welfare costs of nominal rigidities. In this paper, we have shown that complete

�nancial markets, while they improve households welfare by enhancing risk-sharing, can also

bring welfare losses by increasing the volatility of in�ation rates. We have established the
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conditions under which the implied welfare losses from more volatile in�ation rates overturn

the welfare gains from a better sharing of risks. This is the case when the trade elasticity and

the degree of price stickiness lie respectively in the range usually considered in international

business cycle models and in the range considered in new Keynesian models. These values

are consistent with most empirical estimates. Further, we have shown that this result is

robust to cases where the number of policy instruments is extended. Allowing for active

public spending policies, and/or considering various �nancing schemes for the provision of

public goods and its potential variations along the business cycle, is not su¢ cient to reverse

our result.

In terms of policy implications, our paper points to the importance of joint structural re-

forms concerning the integration of �nancial markets, the integration of goods markets and

price �exibility. Indeed, we have shown that a decrease in home bias brings equilibria under

alternative �nancial market structures closer, and dampens the associated welfare losses. Sim-

ilarly, greater price �exibility substantially lowers the welfare costs from nominal rigidities

and eventually yields results in accordance with previous studies about the welfare gains from

risk-sharing. Alternatively, ignoring the interactions between �nancial market structures and

the welfare costs of nominal rigidities can lead policymakers and governments to undertake

reforms leading to unexpected e¤ects.
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A Summary of equilibrium conditions

Euler equations and interest rates on government bonds when the international �nancial
market is incomplete are given by�

�rt=
�
1 + �
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Alternatively, Euler equations and interest rates on government bonds when the international
�nancial market is complete are

�rtEt
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=�ht+1

i
= 1, (46)
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rig;t = rt, i = fh; fg : (48)

The dynamics of CPI in�ation rates and terms of trade are determined by�
�ht
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The dynamics of PPI in�ation rates is given by
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where � = �= ((� � 1) (1� �)), while the dispersion of production prices writes
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Labor supplies conditions follow from the �rst-order conditions and give
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The dynamics of real public debt is the following:

diy;t � rig;t�1
�
yit�1=y

i
t
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�
= git=y

i
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where labor income tax rates evolve as follows:

�it = � + ��;d
�
diy;t�1 � dy

�
; i = fh; fg : (59)

Production functions and markets clearing conditions write

yit�i;t = aitn
i
t; i = fh; fg ; (60)

yht = (1� �)
�
1� �+ �s1��t

� �
1��

�
cht + ac

h
t

�
+ �

�
(1� �) s1��t + �

� �
1��

�
cft + ac

f
t

�
+ ght ;

(61)

yft = (1� �)
�
1� �+ �s��1t

� �
1��

�
cft + ac

f
t

�
+ �

�
(1� �) s��1t + �

� �
1��

�
cht + ac

h
t

�
+ gft :

(62)

Finally, the dynamics of real net foreign assets is given by

bhr;t � rt�1bhr;t�1=�ht = tbht ; (63)

where

tbht =
�
1� �+ �s1��t

� 1
��1

�
yht � ght

�
� cht : (64)

while the monetary policy rule followed by the central bank is

rt = �rrt�1 + (1� �r)
�
r + �r;� (�

u
t � �u)

�
:
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B Trade balance and the Marshall-Lerner condition

We provide a characterization of the Marshall-Lerner (ML) condition under complete �nancial
markets. We determine the combinations of parameter values that imply a positive relation-
ship between terms-of-trade movements and the domestic trade balance. If this condition
is met, complete �nancial markets induce more volatile terms of trade than incomplete �-
nancial markets in equilibrium. To do that, we proceed with a �rst-order approximation of
equilibrium conditions. A �rst-order approximation of the domestic trade balance yields

tbht
c
= btbht ' 1

1� �byht � �

1� �bght � bcht � �bst; (65)

where hats denote logdeviations from the steady-state. A �rst-order approximation of the
domestic goods market clearing condition is

byht = (1� �)�(1� �)bcht + �bcft + 2�� (1� �) bst�+ �bght ; (66)

which plugged in the trade balance equation gives

btbht ' �
�bcft � bcht �+ � (2� (1� �)� 1) bst: (67)

A zero trade balance in the steady-state requires �0 = 1. Consequently, the risk-sharing
condition gives �

cht =c
f
t

��+�(1��) �
gft =g

h
t

��(1��)
= qt: (68)

Taking logs, this condition writes

(�+ � (1� �))
�bcht � bcft �+ � (1� �)�bgft � bght � = bqft = bpft � bpht = (1� 2�) bst; (69)

or bcft � bcht = � (�� 1)
�+ � (1� �)

�bght � bgft �� 1� 2�
�+ � (1� �)bst; (70)

which, plugged into the trade balance equation �nally gives

btbht ' �

�+ � (1� �)

�
� (�� 1)

�bght � bgft �+ [(2� (1� �)� 1) (�+ � (1� �))� (1� 2�)] bst� :
(71)

Finally, under passive public spending policies, bgit = 0 so thatbtbht ' �

�+ � (1� �) ((2� (1� �)� 1) (�+ � (1� �))� (1� 2�)) bst: (72)

Obviously when � = 0, trade balance is always zero. In other cases, as �
�+�(1��) > 0, the ML

condition is
(2� (1� �)� 1) (�+ � (1� �))� (1� 2�) > 0: (73)

Assume that � is �xed. As � 2 [0; 1=2], 1� 2� � 1 always and 1� � � 1=2 always. Further,
as �+� (1� �) � 1 since � > 1, the condition critically depends on the trade elasticity. From
equation (73), the condition on � for trade balance to improve after depreciations writes

� > �� =
�+ � (1� �) + 1� 2�
2 (1� �) (�+ � (1� �)) : (74)
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C Robustness

C.1 Adding public spending and monetary policy shocks

As an extension of our main results, we investigate the robustness of our results to the
introduction of public spending and monetary policy shocks when public spending policies
are passive. In this case, public spending evolve according to

git =
�
1� �g

�
g + �gg

i
t�1 + "

i
g;t: (75)

where "ig;t is a mean-zero iid innovation with constant variance, and the monetary policy rule
is augmented in the following way

rt = �rrt�1 + (1� �r)
�
r + �r;� (�

u
t � �u)

�
+ "r;t; 0 < �r < 1; �r;� > 1; (76)

where "r;t is a mean-zero iid innovation with constant variance.

These shocks are purely neutral with respect to the steady state and the latter remains
unchanged. For the calibration of public spending shocks, empirical studies typically report
high values of the persistence parameter, almost never below 0:5 on annual time series (see
Candelon et al. (2010) and Galí and Perotti (2003)). Because our set-up is quarterly, we
impose �g = 0:85. In addition, the standard deviation of public spending and monetary policy
shocks is �

�
"ig;t
�
= 0:01 and � ("r;t) = 0:0025. As for productivity shocks, the correlation of

shocks is null, i.e. �g = 0.

C.1.1 Dynamics

Before analyzing the welfare implications of alternative �nancial structures when considering
public spending and monetary policy shocks in addition to productivity shocks, we contrast
the dynamics of the model after these new shocks.

Figure 5 below plots the IRFs after an asymmetric public spending shock in the domestic
economy under incomplete �nancial markets.

A public spending shock in the domestic economy depresses consumption due to a negative
wealth e¤ect, boosts domestic output and hours, thereby pressuring production capacities.
It generates a demand-driven in�ation in the domestic economy. This in�ationary stance
temporarily alleviates the real debt burden even though the stock of nominal debt rises to
�nance public expenditure. Once in�ation returns to the steady-state, the real debt stock
then increases signi�cantly. This rise is further reinforced by the increase in the nominal
interest rate by the common central bank to stabilize aggregate in�ation.

First, transmission to the foreign economy is driven by the increase in the common nominal
interest rate, which depresses foreign consumption. Second, foreign output is also a¤ected by
the drop in domestic imports, induced by the dynamics of domestic consumption. This e¤ect
is slightly attenuated by the deterioration of foreign terms of trade (foreign �rms are more
competitive), which leads both domestic and foreign households to substitute foreign goods
to domestic goods in their total consumption expenditure. The overall e¤ect of the shock in
the domestic economy is to depress foreign output and hours, which leads to a slight drop in
the foreign in�ation rate.
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Figure 5: IRFs after a one standard deviation purely asymmetric public spending shock in
the domestic economy under incomplete �nancial markets.
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Figure 6 plots the IRFs of relative consumptions, hours, in�ation rates, as well as terms of
trade both under incomplete and complete asset markets.

In comparison to what happens after productivity shocks, the same mechanisms di¤erentiate
the incomplete markets economy from the complete markets economy after public spending
shocks. The absence of income e¤ects in the complete markets economy leads relative con-
sumptions to be less responsive, while terms of trade are more responsive. It leads national
in�ation rates to be more responsive, as compared to the incomplete markets economy. How-
ever, in the case of public spending shocks, there is an additional channel through which the
�nancial structure a¤ects the dynamics of the equilibrium and thus the welfare losses from
�uctuations.

The e¤ect derives from wealth e¤ects but also relies on the assumptions made about the
�nancing scheme that lead both debt and labor income taxes to be very persistent over time.
In the short run, domestic hours increase after the positive domestic public spending shock.
Under incomplete markets, because of wealth e¤ects, domestic hours as well as output increase
more, leading public spending over GDP to increase less than under complete markets. Still
in the short run, the rise in public expenditure is �nanced through an increase in public debt.
Therefore, under incomplete markets, debt over GDP increases less than under complete
markets. In the medium and long run, public spending returns to its steady-state values,
as does the public spending over GDP ratio. However, inherited debt is still present and
labor income taxes need to adjust. This persistent increase in taxes leads domestic hours to
fall under their steady-state level persistently as well, after 14-15 quarters. The rise in taxes
is lower under incomplete markets because inherited debt over GDP is smaller than under
complete markets, and domestic hours drop less under incomplete markets in the long run.

Summarizing, under incomplete markets, the presence of wealth e¤ects in the short run
generates e¤ects that are similar to those identi�ed after productivity shocks. Additionally,
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Figure 6: IRFs after a one standard deviation purely asymmetric public spending shock in
the domestic economy under incomplete vs. complete �nancial markets.
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wealth e¤ects arising under incomplete markets lead to less responsive public debt-to-GDP
ratios, and translate into less responsive debt-to-GDP ratios and labor income tax rates in
the long run. Thus, deviations from the steady-state in hours worked are larger in the short
run and smaller in the long run, as compared to the case of complete �nancial markets. The
overall e¤ect of alternative �nancial market structures on the volatility of hours �and thus
on welfare losses from �uctuations �when the economy is driven by public spending shocks
only is therefore uncertain, at least when analyzing IRFs. More details about these e¤ects
are o¤ered in the next section.

Lastly, when �nancial markets are incomplete or complete, Figure 7 shows that a monetary
policy shock leads to purely symmetric IRFs in both economies.

First and as expected, a restrictive monetary policy shock depresses consumption, hours,
output and in�ation in both economies. Notice that real debt over GDP increases signi�-
cantly. First, as output shrinks, �scal revenue falls, and debt increases on impact. Second,
the movement is ampli�ed (i) by the fall in output, that increases the debt-to-GDP ratio
mechanically and (ii) by the rise in interest rates, that magni�es the burden of inherited
debt. Second, an important conclusion arising from Figure 7 is that, as long as nominal
rigidities and monetary transmission mechanisms are symmetric within the monetary union,
domestic and foreign variables exhibit perfectly similar responses. In this case, the monetary
union behaves as a single representative agent economy. As a consequence, the structure of
international �nancial markets has no e¤ects on the equilibrium and on the resulting welfare
losses from �uctuations.

As in the reference case, our analysis reveals that completeness of �nancial markets results
in two competing e¤ects, as compared to incompleteness. First, complete �nancial markets
neutralize income e¤ects and bring domestic and foreign consumptions closer to each other.
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Figure 7: IRFs after a one standard deviation monetary policy shock.
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Second, complete �nancial markets result in larger �uctuations in terms of trade, and there-
fore in PPI in�ation rates. After public spending shocks, wealth e¤ects arising under incom-
plete markets also generate a positive outcome as they lead to less volatile labor income tax
rates.

C.1.2 Volatilities and welfare

Table 5 summarizes our main results with various shocks. It reports the standard deviations of
private consumption, public spending, hours worked, PPI in�ation and terms of trade under
alternative assumptions regarding international �nancial markets and the welfare losses from
�uctuations. In the case of complete �nancial markets, it also reports the corresponding
welfare loss with respect to the situation of incomplete �nancial markets. It is labeled � and
expressed as the percentage increase in consumption that households would be ready to give
up to live in an economy with incomplete �nancial markets. The results are presented for
the benchmark parameter values and for various combinations of shocks.

In terms of volatility, most results arising with productivity shocks only are preserved when
new shocks are introduced. Incomplete markets increase the volatility of private consumption,
and lower the volatility of terms of trade and national in�ation rates. However, the volatility
of hours exhibits di¤erent patterns depending on the types of shocks driving the economy.

With productivity shocks only, income e¤ects under incomplete markets clearly result in more
volatile hours worked, as compared to the complete markets economy.

With public spending shocks only, the incomplete markets economy generates less volatile
hours worked. This result arises because wealth e¤ects in the short run imply less volatile
public spending-to-GDP and debt-to-GDP ratios, that in turn translate into less volatile
labor income tax rates and hours in the long run.
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Table 5: Standard deviations and welfare losses under passive public spending policies
Standard deviations Welfare Losses (%)

Incomplete markets cit git nit �i;t st � �

PS 0.8946 � 1.1730 0.2619 1.8073 0.1215 �
GS 0.9325 1.8983 1.2912 0.0888 1.1370 0.1253 �
MS 1.6382 � 1.6382 0.5388 0.0000 0.3237 �

PS+GS 1.2923 1.8983 1.7444 0.2766 2.1352 0.2466 �
PS+MS 1.8666 � 2.0148 0.5991 1.8073 0.4446 �
GS+MS 1.8850 1.8983 2.0858 0.5460 1.1370 0.4484 �

All shocks 2.0865 1.8983 2.3930 0.6056 2.1352 0.5692 �
Complete markets cit git nit �i;t st �

PS 0.8343 � 1.1517 0.2722 2.1144 0.1245 0.0035
GS 0.9037 1.8983 1.3553 0.0903 1.4592 0.1275 0.0024
MS 1.6382 � 1.6382 0.5388 0.0000 0.3237 0.0000

PS+GS 1.2300 1.8983 1.7785 0.2868 2.5691 0.2518 0.0059
PS+MS 1.8384 � 2.0025 0.6036 2.1144 0.4477 0.0035
GS+MS 1.8709 1.8983 2.1261 0.5463 1.4592 0.4506 0.0024

All shocks 2.0485 1.8983 2.4180 0.6104 2.5691 0.5744 0.0059

Note: PS denotes productivity shocks, GS denotes public spending shocks and MS denotes monetary
policy shocks. Shocks are purely asymmetric, i.e. �a= �g= 0. Simulations are carried out using a
second-order approximation of equilibrium conditions.

When all shocks are considered together, incomplete �nancial markets produce less volatile
hours, which means that the positive spillover of less volatile labor income tax rates debts on
the volatility of hours overturn the in�uence of income e¤ects.

In terms of welfare losses, �uctuations are more costly under complete markets because this
�nancial structure produces more volatile in�ation rates and more volatile labor income tax
rates (with public spending shocks). The latter cause welfare losses that overturn the welfare
gains from a better sharing of risks within the monetary union. Our main result thus holds
true for all the proposed combinations of shocks.

C.1.3 Sensitivity to parameters

We now proceed to the same robustness analysis of the welfare e¤ects of complete �nancial
markets in a monetary union with sticky prices and asymmetric shocks, when the additional
shocks are taken into account. The simulations abstract from monetary policy shocks, as
when both countries are symmetric in terms of nominal rigidities, monetary policy shocks
do not generate asymmetries, and are irrelevant in determining the ranking of welfare losses
under alternative �nancial market structures.

Two new parameters related to the dynamics of public spending shocks are investigated in
addition to those analyzed in the main article: the persistence of public spending shocks (�g)
and their cross-country correlation (�g).

Just as for productivity shocks, the persistence (�g) and cross-country correlation of public
spending shocks (�g) do not lead our results to reverse. Shocks persistence (�g) tends to
magnify the welfare losses from having complete markets while higher cross-country correla-
tions of shocks (�g) lower these losses. Similarly, our results are robust to changes in trade
openness (�) and the inverse of the Frisch elasticity on labor supply ( ).
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Figure 8: Increase in welfare implied by incomplete markets (�). All parameters but the
varying parameter are set to their baseline values.
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We get di¤erent results when the risk-aversion parameter (�), the trade elasticity (�) and the
price rigidity parameter (�) vary.

When the economy features public spending shocks, our result now reverses as long as � > 2
(with public spending shocks only) or when � > 4 (with combined productivity and public
spending shocks). This sensitivity is important because the empirical literature reveals great
heterogeneity in the estimation of risk-aversion, and reversal areas clearly belong to the range
of plausible estimates. However, because our result does not reverse when the economy is
driven by productivity shocks, having public spending in the utility function is clearly the
main driver of the reversal when public spending shocks are considered, and not the risk-
aversion parameter in itself.

When varying the trade elasticity (�), the condition � > �� remains valid when considering
public spending shocks (alone or combined with productivity shocks). However, our result
does not reverse anymore when � is large. This results from the presence of relative public
spending in the ML condition (see Appendix B), that alter the dynamics of the trade balance
(at least under complete markets) due to their presence in the risk-sharing condition.

Lastly, nominal rigidities play a less important role in the ranking when public spending
shocks are considered. In this case, incomplete �nancial markets always lead to lower welfare
losses (positive �), regardless of the degree of nominal rigidities. As explained before, income
e¤ects implied by incomplete markets produce an additional positive spillover in the economy.
They lower the volatility of the public spending-to-GDP ratio, that of the debt-to-GDP ratio,
thereby reducing the need for debt stabilization, the volatility of distortionary taxes and
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the volatility of hours worked. With less volatile distortionary taxes, the equilibrium under
incomplete �nancial markets when the economy features public spending shocks produces
additional welfare gains with respect to the equilibrium under complete �nancial markets.
Those welfare gains are large enough to prevent any reversal of our result.

One way of shutting down this channel is to run the same sensitivity analysis with respect to
nominal rigidities in a simpli�ed model with lump-sum taxation only. Therefore the additional
positive spillover from having incomplete markets with public spending shocks vanishes (see
Figure 9).

Figure 9: Increase in welfare implied by incomplete markets (�) with lump-sum taxation.
All parameters but the varying parameter are set to their baseline values.
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In the case of lump-sum taxation, public spending shocks are a source of welfare losses
since public spending enters the utility function but their �nancing scheme does not spillover
positively on the dynamics of hours. Therefore, alternative �nancial market structures do not
imply the additional di¤erence in the patterns of hours described in the case with distortionary
taxation and public debt, and the sensitivity of welfare reversals to nominal rigidities is only
marginally a¤ected in comparison to the case with productivity shocks only.

C.2 Welfare e¤ects

In this section we provide more details about how the welfare losses breakdown. As we use a
second-order approximation of the model, the conditional expectation of welfare di¤ers from
its steady state level. We go a step further than in the paper and report the contributions
of the di¤erent components of conditional welfare: mean e¤ects and volatility e¤ects. Even-
though Benigno and Woodford (2005) have shown that mean (level) e¤ects can always be
recasted in terms of volatilities, we believe it might be important to provide this information
to the reader.
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C.2.1 A second-order approximation of the utility function

We start the decomposition by approximating the utility function up to a second-order. The
latter is

u(cit; g
i
t; n

i
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1

1� �

��
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and a second-order Taylor expansion around the steady state gives
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where � =
�
c1��g�

�1��. Using the simplifying steady state relations c = (1� �), g = �,
n = 1, we get
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where �cc =
((1��)(1��)�1)

2(1��) �, �gg =
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2 .

C.2.2 Welfare as a function of means and variances

We can now express conditional welfare in country i as
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Notice that variances and covariances must be computed with respect to the steady state,
not with respect to the expectation of variables. This particularity requires an additional
procedure to recover unconditional moments while Dynare reports conditional moments.13

13The relation between both variances is

varuncond (xt) = varcond (xt) + (Et (xt)� x)2 (84)
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The total conditional welfare is thus W0 =W h
0 +W

f
0 and, because both countries feature the

same conditional expectations, variances and covariances
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C.2.3 Welfare decomposition

For the baseline model with passive public spending policies, we get the following results. We
report the di¤erent components of welfare losses, and the sum of components (

P
!) for the

various combinations of shocks considered:

Decomposition of welfare e¤ects

!1 !2 !3 !4 !5 !6 !7 !8
P
!

Incomplete markets
PS -603.9316 -0.2224 0 0.0105 -0.0196 0 0 -0.0102 -604.1734
GS -603.9316 -0.0223 0 0.0018 -0.0211 -0.1622 0.0195 -0.0123 -604.1282
MS -603.9316 -0.5865 0 0.0269 -0.0664 0 0 -0.0199 -604.5774

PS+GS -603.9316 -0.2447 0 0.0123 -0.0408 -0.1622 0.0195 -0.0225 -604.3699
PS+MS -603.9316 -0.8089 0 0.0374 -0.0869 0 0 -0.0301 -604.8201
GS+MS -603.9316 -0.6088 0 0.0288 -0.0876 -0.1622 0.0195 -0.0322 -604.7741
All -603.9316 -0.8312 0 0.0393 -0.1081 -0.1622 0.0195 -0.0424 -605.0167

Complete markets
PS -603.9316 -0.2297 0 0.0088 -0.0171 0 0 -0.0098 -604.1795
GS -603.9316 -0.0272 0 0.0027 -0.0198 -0.1622 0.0192 -0.0136 -604.1325
MS -603.9316 -0.5865 0 0.0269 -0.0664 0 0 -0.0199 -604.5774

PS+GS -603.9316 -0.2569 0 0.0115 -0.0370 -0.1622 0.0192 -0.0234 -604.3804
PS+MS -603.9316 -0.8163 0 0.0357 -0.0844 0 0 -0.0297 -604.8262
GS+MS -603.9316 -0.6137 0 0.0296 -0.0863 -0.1622 0.0192 -0.0335 -604.7784
All -603.9316 -0.8434 0 0.0384 -0.1044 -0.1622 0.0192 -0.0433 -605.0272

u = �6:0393 / � = 1:3247 / �cc = �1:2143 / �gg = �2:2500 / �nn = �0:3703

By de�nition, !1 is invariant. Other components make the welfare losses/gains.

!5, !6 and !8 are the weighted contributions of variances. All these components are small
and a¤ect the welfare negatively. !7 is the weighted contribution of the covariance between
public spending and consumption. If this covariance is positive, both components of the
"aggregate consumption bundle" move together, which yields welfare losses. In the model,
this covariance is negative, i.e. when public spending increase (fall) private consumption falls
(increases), which yields welfare gains. However, these gains are low relative to the losses
related to "mean e¤ects".

!2, !3 and !4 are the contributions of expected consumption, public spending and hours.
Public spending move only because of unexpected shocks, so that expected public spending
exactly equate their steady state value, and !3 = 0. Further, the above table shows that
expected private consumption is always lower than steady-state consumption (!2 < 0), due
to consumption risks, i.e. the e¤ect of variances on means. This term is quite large and
plays an essential role in the overall size of welfare losses from �uctuations. As shown above,
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the e¤ect is the largest when monetary policy shocks are considered, which suggests that
variations in the real interest rate and sticky prices are the main drivers of this consumption
risk. However, one could argue that heterogeneity is an important driver of this e¤ect, as
shocks are asymmetric, consumption bundles have di¤erent compositions and terms-of-trade
movements imply di¤erent expenditure-switching and wealth e¤ects in both countries.14 This
argument is inspected in the next subsection.

Finally, expected hours are slightly below their steady state value, which yields (relatively
low) welfare gains (!4 > 0). This positive e¤ect relates to the so-called positive terms-of-trade
spillovers on labor supply. In the model, terms of trade are a device of "automatic stabiliza-
tion" of hours: when domestic hours increase because of an increase in public spending (or
because of a negative productivity shock), terms of trade appreciate and the corresponding
wealth e¤ect dampens the required increase in hours. Therefore the impact of uncertainty on
the conditional mean of hours is negative, i.e. hours are lower in the stochastic steady state
than in the deterministic steady state.

Importantly, according to this exercise, the ranking of welfare losses is identical to the ranking
reported in the paper, as incomplete �nancial markets always lead to higher values of

P
!

with respect to complete �nancial markets. In addition, eventhough the welfare e¤ects seem
to be mainly driven buy the level e¤ects, remember that the latter can always be expressed
as a function of volatilities, the favored interpretation in the paper.

C.2.4 Heterogeneity, sticky prices and the size of welfare losses

Now we perform this exercise in three particular cases to assess the role of heterogeneity and
sticky prices in size of welfare losses. We run simulations with all shocks when � = 1=2; when
the correlation of shocks is perfect, and when prices are �exible, and report the corresponding
results in the Table below. In the last column we also report the consumption equivalent
welfare loss implied by �uctuations (�).

Decomposition of welfare e¤ects (all shocks special parameter values)

!1 !2 !3 !4 !5 !6 !7 !8
P
! � (%)

Incomplete markets
� = 1=2 -603.9316 -0.8381 0 0.0396 -0.1033 -0.1622 0.0179 -0.0435 -605.0211 0.5462

�a = �g = 1 -603.9316 -0.8258 0 0.0404 -0.1302 -0.1622 0.023 -0.0409 -605.0270 0.5492
� = 0 -603.9316 -0.0944 0 0.0219 -0.0759 -0.1622 0.0229 -0.0117 -604.2309 0.1505

Complete markets
� = 1=2 -603.9316 -0.8452 0 0.0395 -0.1023 -0.1622 0.0182 -0.0442 -605.0278 0.5496

�a = �g = 1 -603.9316 -0.8258 0 0.0404 -0.1302 -0.1622 0.023 -0.0409 -605.0270 0.5492
� = 0 -603.9316 -0.1018 0 0.0217 -0.0678 -0.1622 0.0222 -0.0142 -604.2338 0.1519

u = �6:0393 / � = 1:3247 / �cc = �1:2143 / �gg = �2:2500 / �nn = �0:3703

This Table shows that the size of welfare e¤ects essentially relies on the presence of sticky
prices, not on cross-country heterogeneity. This point is also made clear in the paper, as
welfare reversals are very sensitive to the degree of nominal rigidities (see for instance the
case with productivity shocks only in the paper or Figure 8 and 9 in this Appendix)

14Because sticky prices are introduced à la Calvo, an inherent heterogeneity is also present in the sense that
there is price and labor demand dispersion in the model.
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C.2.5 Models solved in log-levels

Finally, we perform the same exercise using models in log-levels.

Decomposition of welfare e¤ects (model solved using log-levels)

!1 !2 !3 !4 !5 !6 !7 !8
P
! � (%)

Incomplete markets
PS -603.9316 -0.1502 0 0.0091 -0.0195 0 0 -0.0102 -604.1024 0.0859
GS -603.9316 -0.0223 0 0.0018 -0.0211 -0.1622 0.0195 -0.0123 -604.1282 0.0989
MS -603.9316 -0.5865 0 0.0269 -0.0664 0 0 -0.0199 -604.5774 0.3243

PS+GS -603.9316 -0.1725 0 0.0109 -0.0407 -0.1622 0.0195 -0.0225 -604.2990 0.1847
PS+MS -603.9316 -0.7367 0 0.0360 -0.0865 0 0 -0.0301 -604.7488 0.4101
GS+MS -603.9316 -0.6088 0 0.0288 -0.0876 -0.1622 0.0195 -0.0322 -604.7741 0.4227
All -603.9316 -0.7590 0 0.0379 -0.1077 -0.1622 0.0195 -0.0424 -604.9455 0.5085

Complete markets
PS -603.9316 -0.1575 0 0.0074 -0.0170 0 0 -0.0098 -604.1086 0.0890
GS -603.9316 -0.0272 0 0.0027 -0.0198 -0.1622 0.0192 -0.0136 -604.1325 0.1010
MS -603.9316 -0.5865 0 0.0269 -0.0664 0 0 -0.0199 -604.5774 0.3243

PS+GS -603.9316 -0.1847 0 0.0101 -0.0369 -0.1622 0.0192 -0.0234 -604.3094 0.1899
PS+MS -603.9316 -0.7440 0 0.0343 -0.0840 0 0 -0.0297 -604.7550 0.4132
GS+MS -603.9316 -0.6137 0 0.0296 -0.0863 -0.1622 0.0192 -0.0335 -604.7784 0.4249
All -603.9316 -0.7712 0 0.0370 -0.1040 -0.1622 0.0192 -0.0433 -604.9560 0.5137

u = �6:0393 / � = 1:3247 / �cc = �1:2143 / �gg = �2:2500 / �nn = �0:3703

Obviously the number reported in this Table are slightly di¤erent than those obtained when
solving models in levels, but the magnitude of welfare e¤ects is the same. In addition our
results are robust to this solving procedure of the models.

C.2.6 High-order approximations

As an additional check, we also solve and simulate the models using a third and fourth order
approximation. The results with all shocks are reported in below.

Welfare e¤ects for high order approximationsP
! � (%)
Incomplete markets

3rd order -605.2103 0.6407
4th order -604.7783 0.4249

Complete markets
3rd order -605.2202 0.6456
4th order -604.7862 0.4288

These results must be compared with previous results with much care, as they rely on sim-
ulated moments (80 replications of 100 periods), and not on theoretical moments. However,
they indicate welfare e¤ects that are of the same order of magnitude than those obtained
with lower order approximations, and con�rm that welfare losses from �uctuations are higher
under complete markets.

C.3 Conclusion

In this Appendix, we have shown that our results are quite robust to the inclusion of addi-
tional shocks, such as public spending and monetary policy shocks. Further, we have shown
how the welfare e¤ects of �uctuations breakdown between level and variance e¤ects, even-
though both can be expressed as a function of volatilities only. Finally, we have checked that
welfare reversals were robust to alternative solution methods (in log-levels) or high-order
approximations.
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